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ABSTRACT - The present study examines evaluationmeasures designed to assess the intelligibility,and speed of processing of natural speech withharmonic distortion. The results indicate thateven for highly intelligible processed naturalspeech delays in processing time are aconsequence of poor acoustic phoneticinformation. The results also indicate the valueof including more sensitive tests of speechintelligibility in evaluation protocols forspeech transmission evaluation.

INTRODUCTION
In the development of voice communicationdevices,listening tests have always been animportant part of evaluation procedures. Theprimary focus of these evaluation procedures hasbeen the assessment of the intelligibility andquality of the speech through the device comparedto some arbitrary standard. However, withcontinuing improvements in speech transmissionsystems the aim of the assessment procedure haschanged to one which compares the output ofspeech transmission systems to listening resultsfor natural speech.

The improvement in the quality andintelligibility of modern communications systemshas produced a need for more sensitive assessmentprocedures which are appropriate to theevaluation of devices such as hearing aids whereintelligibility is typically high, to theevaluation of synthetic speech produced'by textto speech systems where intelligibility has aWlde range of adequacy. The speech assessment ofhearing aids is an active area of work and theevaluation of synthetic speech has produced someimproved measures for speech evaluation(1).

In the present study we investigated measures ofintelligibility and of processing speed todetermine their relationship. Pisoni, et al (1)have applied a range of intelligibility andprocessing measures to the assessment ofsynthetic speech. They report that listenershave slower response times to synthetic speechcompared to natural speech and they concludedthat the increase in processing time is due tothe poorer segmental intelligibility of thesynthetic speech stimuli compared to naturalspeech. That is, difficulties at the acoustic

phonetic level for synthetic speech underlielater processing time increases. In the present.study we investigate measures of intelligibilityand processing speed to determine theirrelationship for natural speech stimuli whichhave harmonic distortion.

EXPERIMENT 1
The first experiment was designed to demonstratethat the harmonic distortion of the stimuliincreased the processing time for listeners in amanner similar to that reported for syntheticspeech (1). The processing speed task chosen wasthe auditory lexical decision task. In this taskthe listener hears a stimulus and must decide asquickly as possible whether it is a word or a nonword. Stimuli consisted of monosyllabic Englishwords or pronounceable non-words. Pisoni, et al(1) reported that the lexical decision taskshowed slower reaction times for synthetic speechrelative to natural speech, although for bothsynthetic and natural speech the relationshipbetween words and non-word reaction times wassimilar. Pisoni, et al (1) concluded thatsynthetic speech is processed in a similar mannerto natural speech at the lexical level, but thatthe impoverished acoustic-phonetic structure ofsynthetic speech led to its longer processingtime overall.

STIMULI
The speech stimuli were recorded by an adult malespeaker onto a computer speech storage/editingsystem using a 12 bit analogue to digitalconverter at a sampling rate of 36K samples persecond. The stimuli were copied into threeseparate disc files which were then separatelyprocessed using an algorithm based on Schroeder(2) in which noise is added to the digitallysampled speech randomly over a specified time toproduce harmonic distortion of the originalwaveform. .The speech produced can be expressedas a change in signal-to-noise (S/N) ratiocompared to natural speech. The S/N ratio isdetermined by the amount of distortion which isadded per sample. In each file the speech wasprocessed to give a S/N ratio of either 0, +3, or+6dB. The speech in each file was highlyintelligible. This is attributable to the highsampling rate of the speech and the fact that thedistortion technique is based on random noiseaddition per sample. When lower sampling rates ;‘are used, the result is considerably moredegradation of the sampled speech for the samesignal to noise ratio (2).
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In the forced choice comparison task, the subjectheard an undistorted CV syllable followed one
second later by a tone and another CV syllablewhich was distorted. The subject's task was to
make a yes/no Judgement as to whether the secondsyllable was the same as the first syllable.
Subjects were required to make these judgementsas quickly as possible. The results indicatedthat for all conditions there was no difference~in accuracy Judgements but that subjects required ‘longer processing times with the more distortedstimuli.

These data from the processing measures showconsistent processing speed differences betweenthe stimulus conditions in the absence ofintelligibility differences, suggesting that theincreased processing time is the result of higherlevel cognitive factors rather than difficultiesat the representational level.as found insynthetic speech by Pisoni, et al (1).

To investigate this discrepancy we carried outtwo further intelligibility measures to ensurethat the segmental intelligibility of the stimuliin each of the conditions was in faCt the same.These measures included an adaptive speech testusing the PEST procedure (3) and a stimulusrepetition task (4).

In the PEST procedure the subject was required topress one of two buttons in front of them toindicate which stimulus was presented. Theresponse alternatives changed on each trial andwere displayed on a screen. The subject'sresponses were monitored for proportion correctand if this fell below a specified criterion,then the stimulus level was increased. If itfell above the specified criterion then thestimulus level was lowered. In this way, thepresentation level of each stimulus was changeddepending on the performance of the subject. Thetesting was continued until a specified criterionof performance was achieved. The results for thePEST procedure are expressed as the dB level atwhich the speech recognition threshold wasachieved. The results show significant,differences between the thresholds for the three. 'conditions. The recognition threshold for theleast distorted conditon (+6) is 2 dB better thanfor the +3 condition. which in turn is about 2dBbetter than the 0 condition.

The second intelligibility measure contrasted thesubject's performance when the stimulus waspresented once per trial compared to three
the stimulus before a response wasrequired. Clark. Dermody & Palethorpe (4) foundthis procedure differentiated between syntheticand natural speech, with natural speech showing asignificant increase in intelligibility withthree repetitions while synthetic speech did not1mProve. .In the present study the speech stimuli

. by PU1E".Proceedings

were presented near the 50% correct level (basedon the OdB condition). Subjects were presentedwith the single repetition or the three
repetition condition in a counterbalanced design.The results indicate that there is a repetitioneffect in each test condition and that the leastdistorted condition produces the greatest
repetition effect. That is. speech in each ofthe test conditions is processed in a similar wayto natural speech in the Clark,et al (4) study,but with a slightly reduced effect because thespeech stimuli were more distorted. ThesereSults are similar to the results for thelexical decision task which also showed that thedistorted stimuli behaved in a similar manner tonatural speech in that case with longer

processing time.

CONCLUSIONS
The results from experiment 2 suggest that evenwhen.processed natural speech is highly
intelligible at suprathreshold levels, it canstill produce slow processing times compared tonatural speech. The results of a sensitivespeech intelligibility task using the PESTprocedure indicates that there are slight butsignificant differences for recognition of theprocessed speech which produce the slowerprocessing times. This result is consistent with‘the notion that poorer acoustic phonetic

processing will.slow processing time for
synthetic speech which is impoverished comparedto natural speech as suggested by Pisoni, et al(1). The present study extends this finding tonatural speech that has had noise added. ‘

The present results suggest i) that high
intelligibility at suprathreshold levels shouldnot be used as a sole criterion for speech
transmission if comparision with natural speechis intended and ii) that sensitive measures ofboth intelligibility and processing time can beused to differentiate processed natural speechfrom natural speech in listening performance whensuprathreshold intelligibility of the processedspeech is equivalent to natural speech.
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